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 Introduction to the Project 
Dr. Aysegul Timur (Faculty)  
Dr. Gerald Franz (Faculty, Librarian)  
Anke Stugk (MBA Student)  
Ed Holton (Undergraduate Business Administration Student)  
Participants:  
Daniel Salazar (Undergraduate Accounting Student)  
 
• The study, Collier County Comparative Analysis Project, was initially requested from the 
Collier County Manager, Leo E. Ochs, Jr. in partnership with Dr. Michael Reagen, Pres. 
& CEO of The Greater Naples Chamber of Commerce & The Leadership Collier 
Foundation. 
• The first phase of the study, the selection of comparative countries, was contributed by 
Erik Weiss, a graduate student at the Florida Gulf Coast University and guided by Mr. 
Thomas Spinelli, Spinelli Consulting.  The second phase of the study will be a 
collaborate work with the Greater Naples Chamber of Commerce and Hodges University 
Johnson School of Business faculty and students, listed above.  
• The main purpose of this study 
 
is to identify possible areas of opportunities where Collier 











- Eugene (Lake County) Oregon 
 The study will be collecting quantitative and qualitative data for those 
counties that have similar characteristics to Collier County. The selected comparative 
counties are listed below.  
- Charleston, SC 
- Des Moines, Iowa 
- Durham, NC 
- Maricopa, AZ 
- Santa Rosa, CA 
- Port St. Lucie, FL 
- Palm Beach, FL 
- Marian, FL 
 
The data and information will facilitate to identify measurable variables in those counties 
where the county government and business community have built strategic relationship 
model(s) that provides opportunities for sustainable economic, community and civic 
infrastructure growth. The analysis is aimed to provide such definable strategic models in 
the comparative counties not only from the Business Community Leaders but also 
County Governments by learning and sharing experience. The outcome of this study will 
have a purpose to invite Business Community and County Government leaders to our 
area, possibly in a symposium/convention at Hodges, where the best practices, strategic 
models or successes/failures can be shared and discussed to provide opportunities to learn 
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$       
4,549,137,000
$    
1,860,000,000
$    
580,000,000
$        
795,900,000
$         
844,000,000.00
$          
349,200,000.00
$          
1,194,000,000
$    
318,000,000
$      
3,012,185,000
$    




$                     
5.51
$                     
10.24
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10.72
$                    
10.02
$                    
13.37
$                           
7.90
$                             
16.13
$                  
6.80
$                    
13.61
















































Sources: Census.gov Factfinder; SR
D
S; local publications
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In 2005 inflation 








In 2006 inflation    








In 2007 inflation        








In 2008 inflation            









 $       5,596,646,500.00 
58.00%
82877
 $           6,135,530,000.00 
59.45%
80091








age or Salary 
Incom
e
 $       4,849,649,900.00 
50.26%
77844
 $           5,489,511,100.00 
53.19%
75863












 $           746,996,600.00 
7.74%
14638
 $               646,018,800.00 
6.26%
13579












 $       1,971,891,500.00 
20.44%
43744
 $           1,981,753,300.00 
19.20%
46247










 $           814,782,700.00 
8.44%
49954
 $               882,580,100.00 
8.55%
52448











 $             26,815,600.00 
0.28%
3287
 $                 16,432,700.00 
0.16%
2081











 $                5,126,800.00 
0.05%
1372
 $                    1,701,900.00 
0.02%
843










 $       1,038,095,000.00 
10.76%
30461
 $           1,067,226,900.00 
10.34%
32750








ther Types of 
Incom
e
 $           195,398,400.00 
2.03%
13929
 $               236,022,100.00 
2.29%
13152










 $       9,648,756,400.00 
 $         10,321,246,900.00 
 $         11,120,880,800.00 
11,485,778,700.00

















Tables:B19025,B19051,  B19052, B19053, B19054, B19055, B19056, B19057, B19059, B19060,
C
ollier C
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In 2005 inflation       







In 2006 inflation         







In 2007 inflation      







In 2008 inflation 








 $        6,495,473,500 
80.22%
108,088
 $      7,387,791,800 
79.49%
110,982








age or Salary Incom
e
 $        5,996,036,700 
74.05%
103,318
 $      6,673,291,600 
71.80%
107,612












 $            499,410,900 
6.17%
16,027
 $          714,500,200 
7.69%
15,231












 $            481,847,800 
5.95%
29,055
 $          660,555,000 
7.11%
33,993









 $            405,691,400 
5.01%
32,995
 $          461,383,100 
4.96%
34,140











 $              35,040,200 
0.43%
4,850
 $            27,817,200 
0.30%
4,018











 $                 4,472,600 
0.06%
1,521
 $              2,865,900 
0.03%
1,580










 $            496,126,400 
6.13%
23,258
 $          557,026,600 
5.99%
25,473








ther Types of Incom
e
 $            178,771,900 
2.21%
16,629
 $          196,606,700 
2.12%
17,770










 $        8,097,397,900 
 $      9,294,046,200 
 $       10,071,043,500 
10,262,438,000
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In 2008 inflation 








 $      5,270,811,800 
86.65%
85,829
 $       5,133,519,400.00 
81.98%
85,335








age or Salary Incom
e
 $      4,977,544,800 
81.83%
83,665
 $       4,837,165,800.00 
77.25%
83,414











 $          293,253,100 
4.82%
11,957
 $           296,353,700.00 
4.73%
10,404












 $          220,754,900 
3.63%
25,298
 $           375,092,500.00 
5.99%
27,307









 $          259,236,900 
4.26%
19,406
 $           289,950,500.00 
4.63%
20,921











 $            11,759,800 
0.19%
1,962
 $             14,760,600.00 
0.24%
2,201










 $              3,766,100 
0.06%
1,294
 $                2,836,700.00 
0.05%
1,073










 $          235,559,400 
3.87%
14,256
 $           341,086,100.00 
5.45%
16,488








ther Types of Incom
e
 $            81,232,100 
1.34%
9,184
 $           104,516,800.00 
1.67%
13,410










 $      6,083,107,100 
 $       6,261,762,600.00 
 $      6,532,173,000 
7,339,075,500
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In 2008 inflation 









 $      4,837,281,100 
73.33%
102,945
 $      5,579,037,600 
75.63%
106,532








age or Salary Incom
e
 $      4,481,479,500 
67.93%
97,099
 $          504,736,700 
6.84%
101,295











 $          355,764,700 
5.39%
18,673
 $          531,600,800 
7.21%
18,361












 $          449,538,500 
6.81%
39,214
 $          573,991,900 
7.78%
38,165









 $          534,784,200 
8.11%
37,456
 $          550,817,100 
7.47%
37,813











 $            34,575,600 
0.52%
5,714
 $            44,484,300 
0.60%
6,191










 $            11,192,800 
0.17%
5,473
 $            12,693,000 
0.17%
3,739










 $          531,464,200 
8.06%
25,042
 $          436,211,600 
5.91%
24,012








ther Types of Incom
e
 $          198,151,600 
3.00%
23,566
 $          179,490,100 
2.43%
21,354










 $      6,596,951,100 
 $      7,376,725,500 
 $      7,778,209,100 
7,983,663,100
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In 2008 inflation 









 $      4,095,151,900 
67.99%
81,710
 $      4,298,654,700 
66.61%
82,957








age or Salary 
Incom
e
 $      3,739,708,200 
62.09%
774,558
 $      3,909,995,800 
60.59%
79,375












 $          355,416,600 
5.90%
15,658
 $          388,658,900 
6.02%
12,888












 $          337,205,800 
5.60%
32,791
 $          414,213,500 
6.42%
33,299










 $          844,808,900 
14.03%
56,709
 $          853,379,900 
13.22%
58,175











 $            25,283,700 
0.42%
3,842
 $            34,296,700 
0.53%
4,523











 $              3,630,300 
0.06%
1,355
 $              7,027,800 
0.11%
1,800










 $          548,575,600 
9.11%
32,784
 $          659,012,800 
10.21%
35,471








ther Types of 
Incom
e
 $          168,390,900 
2.80%
15,997
 $          187,108,900 
2.90%
17,010










 $      6,023,020,200 
 $      6,453,694,200 
 $      6,784,254,100 
7,166,014,000

















Tables:B19025,B19051,  B19052, B19053, B19054, B19055, B19056, B19057, B19059, 
M
arion C
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In 2005 inflation         







In 2006 inflation       







In 2007 inflation       








In 2008 inflation 








 $       24,803,609,300 
69.35%
361,984
 $       25,436,066,100 
68.13%
353,470








age or Salary Incom
e
 $       22,755,352,200 
63.62%
345,853
 $       23,440,246,100 
62.78%
336,829












 $         2,048,230,700 
5.73%
52,886
 $         1,995,820,000 
5.35%
52,411












 $         4,988,102,700 
13.95%
158,968
 $         5,636,483,400 
15.10%
165,985









 $         2,950,496,800 
8.25%
190,546
 $         3,062,924,100 
8.20%
193,312











 $             123,873,800 
0.35%
16,142
 $             116,689,800 
0.31%
14,538











 $               24,479,500 
0.07%
8,356
 $               16,120,700 
0.04%
5,978










 $         2,085,594,300 
5.83%
91,334
 $         2,317,147,100 
6.21%
92,139








ther Types of Incom
e
 $             789,141,200 
2.21%
56,773
 $             751,753,700 
2.01%
55,088










 $       35,765,271,200 
 $       37,337,184,900 
 $       41,564,436,300 
41,945,515,600
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In 2008 inflation 









 $      3,291,865,400 
70.94%
64,558
 $      4,362,430,800 
77.15%
79,109








age or Salary Incom
e
 $      3,067,931,600 
66.11%
62,012
 $      4,065,545,800 
71.89%
75,923











 $          223,923,500 
4.83%
7,415
 $          296,885,000 
5.25%
8,840












 $          263,955,000 
5.69%
18,018
 $          252,451,000 
4.46%
20,779









 $          457,239,200 
9.85%
31,797
 $          447,372,500 
7.91%
31,832











 $            31,428,700 
0.68%
3,494
 $            30,389,800 
0.54%
4,144










 $              5,261,700 
0.11%
2,568
 $              7,072,300 
0.13%
2,297










 $          466,381,300 
10.05%
22,819
 $          424,509,400 
7.51%
23,085








ther Types of Incom
e
 $          124,358,400 
2.68%
12,305
 $          130,614,600 
2.31%
12,104










 $      4,640,479,400 
 $      5,654,840,400 
 $      6,519,911,500 
7,020,928,800
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In 2005 inflation   







In 2006 inflation        








In 2007 inflation       








In 2008 inflation 









 $         9,135,465,700 
84.57%
142,187
 $         9,639,291,200 
84.67%
145,331








age or Salary Incom
e
 $         8,726,847,400 
80.79%
139,293
 $         9,081,138,900 
79.76%
141,746











 $             408,603,000 
3.78%
18,482
 $             558,152,300 
4.90%
22,129












 $             464,407,200 
4.30%
45,243
 $             570,128,800 
5.01%
44,524









 $             519,523,900 
4.81%
36,436
 $             541,680,500 
4.76%
36,821











 $               26,358,300 
0.24%
3,738
 $               39,822,200 
0.35%
5,251










 $               10,901,700 
0.10%
4,188
 $               10,989,900 
0.10%
4,247










 $             419,671,400 
3.88%
24,815
 $             389,366,400 
3.42%
25,280








ther Types of Incom
e
 $             226,147,100 
2.09%
25,077
 $             193,671,700 
1.70%
24,977










 $       10,802,460,000 
 $       11,384,950,700 
 $      11,891,880,500 
12,438,997,900
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In 2005 inflation             







In 2006 inflation         







In 2007 inflation          








In 2008 inflation 









 $       10,711,236,000 
80.68%
142,631
 $       10,830,701,500 
78.35%
144,897








age or Salary Incom
e
 $         9,251,228,600 
69.68%
131,495
 $         9,382,679,000 
67.88%
1,325,662











 $         1,459,981,800 
11.00%
35,134
 $         1,448,022,500 
10.48%
33,068












 $             932,238,900 
7.02%
58,526
 $         1,166,894,100 
8.44%
60,138









 $             634,560,100 
4.78%
47,644
 $             649,588,700 
4.70%
46,298











 $               57,311,900 
0.43%
6,721
 $               46,498,700 
0.34%
6,059










 $               19,514,200 
0.15%
3,682
 $               18,629,500 
0.13%
3,467










 $             666,630,800 
5.02%
32,498
 $             840,328,500 
6.08%
33,309








ther Types of Incom
e
 $             255,108,500 
1.92%
23,022
 $             270,332,500 
1.96%
24,979










 $       13,276,574,900 
 $       13,822,973,500 
 $       14,628,845,300 
15,133,877,500
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In 2008 inflation 









 $      3,692,579,100 
68.85%
66,984
 $      4,098,416,200 
71.78%
72,585








age or Salary Incom
e
 $      3,235,240,900 
60.32%
63,374
 $      3,836,984,600 
67.20%
70,079












 $          457,338,200 
8.53%
9,550
 $          261,431,600 
4.58%
9,287












 $          414,752,100 
7.73%
25,335
 $          449,872,400 
7.88%
24,595









 $          573,688,100 
10.70%
39,322
 $          555,694,100 
9.73%
37,322











 $            38,503,200 
0.72%
3,800
 $            31,527,600 
0.55%
4,147











 $              1,284,100 
0.02%
849
 $              2,908,800 
0.05%
1,589










 $          525,381,400 
9.80%
22,859
 $          448,239,900 
7.85%
22,095








ther Types of Incom
e
 $          117,371,000 
2.19%
13,344
 $          123,120,600 
2.16%
12,028










 $      5,363,559,000 
 $      5,709,779,900 
 $      6,046,221,300 
5,514,655,800

















Tables:B19025,B19051,  B19052, B19053, B19054, B19055, B19056, B19057, B19059, B19060,
St. Lucie C
































All Industries in Collier County

















$   
3,607,447
$   
3,848,872
$   
4,225,337
$   
4,929,166
$   
5,306,650
$   
5,449,041
$   
5,004,594
$   
4,501,265





























$   
31,997.00
$   
32,396.00
$   
34,809.00
$   
35,241.00
$   
36,221.00
$   
36,452.00
$   
35,984.00
$   
35,793.00





























$        
24,794
$        
25,174
$        
25,320
$        
26,191
$        
28,223
$        
29,944
$        
29,223
$        
29,695





























$      
361,132
$      
393,858
$      
435,292
$      
468,971
$      
504,439
$      
553,770































$   
3,189,525
$   
3,397,445
$   
3,729,916
$   
4,398,764
$   
4,737,767
$   
4,828,875















Bureau of Labor Statistics, 8/23/2010
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Total W














All Industries in Charleston County




























$   
5,524,202
$   
5,879,379
$   
6,254,756
$   
6,792,750
$   
7,275,838
$   
7,945,687
$   
8,156,140
$   
7,918,865





























$      
406,937
$      
418,406
$      
422,553
$      
466,897
$      
476,371
$      
504,800
$      
552,857
$      
556,826





























$      
555,144
$      
578,404
$      
608,353
$      
644,041
$      
684,307
$      
736,048
$      
813,756
$      
806,335





























$      
428,737
$      
446,077
$      
477,038
$      
484,491
$      
509,874
$      
550,951
$      
587,763
$      
595,426





























$   
4,133,384
$   
4,436,492
$   
4,746,811
$   
5,197,321
$   
5,605,285
$   
6,153,888
$   
6,201,763
$   
5,960,278
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All Industries in Durham County

















$   
7,845,776
$   
7,901,416
$   
8,559,888
$   
8,898,742
$   
9,751,739
$   
10,759,500
$   
11,007,610
$   
10,950,165





























$      
287,406
$      
317,555
$      
332,103
$      
346,996
$      
382,011
$      
396,227
$        
315,001
$        
363,092





























$        
95,503
$        
98,410
$        
103,195
$      
111,861
$      
123,329
$      
138,382
$        
144,344
$        
146,875





























$      
323,905
$      
330,677
$      
338,226
$      
347,333
$      
368,198
$      
391,784
$        
415,470
$        
427,720





























$   
7,138,961
$   
7,154,773
$   
7,786,363
$   
8,092,552
$   
8,878,200
$   
9,833,108
$     
10,132,794
$   
10,012,478
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Total W













All Industries in Lane County




            
9,864
            
10,126
          
10,066
          
10,333
          
10,735
          
10,972
          
10,654
          
10,757




        
137,967
        
136,536
        
139,586
        
145,282
        
148,756
        
151,024
        
147,675
        
135,635





$   
4,059,949
$   
4,139,300
$   
4,375,190
$   
4,691,938
$   
4,947,124
$   
5,184,530
$   
5,224,704
$   
4,813,375




                  
52
                  
55
                  
55
                  
58
                  
60
                  
72
                  
73
                  
74




            
1,938
            
1,952
            
1,893
            
1,870
            
1,757
            
1,764
            
1,732
            
1,738





$        
93,383
$        
97,178
$        
99,342
$        
102,414
$      
100,218
$      
102,272
$      
101,753
$      
99,871




                  
31
                  
30
                  
61
                  
62
                  
61
                  
61
                  
60
                  
59




            
5,625
            
5,669
            
5,769
            
6,886
            
6,765
            
6,878
            
7,060
            
7,338





$      
212,043
$      
219,429
$      
223,992
$      
238,213
$      
249,185
$      
271,665
$      
294,157
$      
314,780







                  
72
                  
224
               
224
               
216
               
207
               
245
               
251
               
250




          
14,798
          
14,167
          
14,445
          
14,787
          
15,136
          
15,491
          
16,032
          
15,875





$      
498,218
$      
490,137
$      
500,191
$      
523,129
$      
550,948
$      
574,786
$      
605,964
$      
617,321





            
9,711
            
9,817
            
9,727
            
9,998
            
10,407
          
10,594
          
10,269
          
10,375




        
115,607
        
114,749
        
117,487
        
121,738
        
125,097
        
126,891
        
122,851
        
110,684





$   
3,256,305
$   
3,332,555
$   
3,551,665
$   
3,828,182
$   
4,046,774
$   
4,235,807
$   
4,222,830
$   
3,781,404
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All Industries in Marion County




             
5,733
            
6,055
            
6,708
            
7,342
            
7,887
            
8,313
            
8,631
            
8,114




             
833,004
        
86,176
          
91,190
          
98,210
          
103,257
        
103,410
        
101,297
        
91,805






$   
2,218,261
$   
2,399,144
$   
2,645,705
$   
2,947,078
$   
3,235,061
$   
3,270,074
$   
3,300,200
$   
3,003,041





                    
16
                  
17
                  
18
                  
17
                  
16
                  
36
                  
36
                  
36




                  
736
               
717
               
696
               
684
               
714
               
711
               
733
               
740






$          
29,086
$        
29,307
$        
31,343
$        
31,121
$        
33,856
$        
34,630
$        
36,208
$        
36,942





                    
58
                  
62
                  
62
                  
55
                  
56
                  
51
                  
51
                  
51




               
2,169
            
2,296
            
2,265
            
2,264
            
2,397
            
2,441
            
2,478
            
2,539






$          
66,882
$        
70,488
$        
72,510
$        
74,808
$        
80,886
$        
85,456
$        
85,235
$        
89,368





                    
18
                  
19
                  
19
                  
19
                  
22
                  
20
                  
20
                  
23




             
12,337
          
12,456
          
12,683
          
13,009
          
13,331
          
13,693
          
14,615
          
13,971






$        
350,546
$      
366,406
$      
383,678
$      
401,067
$      
434,486
$      
465,193
$      
538,426
$      
520,192





               
5,641
            
5,957
            
6,609
            
7,250
            
7,793
            
8,205
            
8,523
            
8,004




             
68,063
          
70,707
          
75,546
          
82,253
          
86,815
          
86,564
          
83,472
          
74,555






$     
1,771,746
$   
1,932,944
$   
2,158,174
$   
2,440,082
$   
2,685,832
$   
2,684,794
$   
2,640,330
$   
2,356,539
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All Industries in Pinal County

















$   
18,435,630
$   
19,110,878
$   
20,198,845
$   
22,126,636
$   
23,578,121
$   
24,524,684
$   
23,596,993
$   
22,298,698





























$        
215,779
$        
328,732
$        
360,720
$        
380,084
$        
395,524
$        
414,424
$        
430,439
$        
443,098





























$        
281,748
$        
299,657
$        
299,879
$        
307,588
$        
324,311
$        
338,669
$        
338,662
$        
339,097





























$     
1,747,726
$     
1,863,182
$     
1,978,642
$     
2,075,308
$     
2,222,036
$     
2,275,329
$     
2,455,798
$     
2,537,043





























$   
16,190,377
$   
16,619,307
$   
17,559,603
$   
19,363,656
$   
20,636,250
$   
21,496,262
$   
20,372,094
$   
18,979,459
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All Industries in Pinal County

















$   
1,057,093
$   
1,118,330
$   
1,232,915
$   
1,499,572
$   
1,662,099
$   
1,918,319
$   
2,075,066
$   
1,994,593





























$     
48,086
$        
56,927
$        
62,410
$        
71,018
$        
82,795
$        
90,318
$        
106,213
$      
114,159













































$      
140,563
$      
147,650
$      
144,753
$      
146,489





























$   
318,192
$      
342,303
$      
363,460
$      
417,979
$      
464,535
$      
537,412
$      
599,712
$      
617,319





























$   
690,816
$      
719,099
$      
807,045
$      
885,910
$      
974,207
$      
1,142,940
$   
1,224,387
$   
1,116,626
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All Industries in Polk  County




























$   
9,491,044
$   
9,849,819
$   
10,323,947
$   
10,805,093
$   
11,492,932
$   
12,020,809
$   
12,380,879
$   
12,129,362





























$      
262,760
$      
265,599
$      
270,297
$        
269,556
$        
292,484
$        
311,029
$        
329,805
$        
337,047





























$      
342,877
$      
367,131
$      
394,979
$        
413,454
$        
437,614
$        
465,567
$        
477,761
$        
509,902





























$      
642,293
$      
663,041
$      
678,071
$        
702,269
$        
743,627
$        
793,695
$        
851,845
$        
899,006





























$   
8,243,114
$   
8,554,048
$   
8,980,600
$     
9,419,814
$     
10,019,206
$   
10,450,517
$   
10,721,467
$   
10,383,407
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16,451
          
16,806
          
17,067
          
17,028
          
17,692
          
17,766
          
18,547
          
18,468
          
All Industries in Sonoma County




        
192,994
        
187,399
        
188,506
        
189,073
        
191,555
        
193,598
        
190,574
        
176,957






$   
7,043,093
$   
6,974,646
$   
7,259,768
$   
7,566,188
$   
7,955,809
$   
8,290,561
$   
8,339,002
$   
7,658,785





                  
52
                  
53
                  
54
                  
59
                  
58
                  
64
                  
62
                  
60




            
1,825
            
1,770
            
1,693
            
1,688
            
1,658
            
1,934
            
1,693
            
1,650






$        
85,840
$        
85,381
$        
87,900
$        
90,402
$        
93,462
$        
107,010
$      
94,335
$        
92,881





               
291
               
188
               
183
               
182
               
180
               
176
               
173
               
171




            
5,769
            
5,429
            
5,247
            
5,044
            
4,890
            
4,689
            
4,488
            
4,366






$      
212,951
$      
204,646
$      
203,806
$      
199,305
$      
204,238
$      
212,330
$      
215,099
$      
204,122





               
262
               
267
               
270
               
273
               
274
               
276
               
275
               
273




          
20,401
          
20,460
          
20,296
          
20,068
          
20,450
          
20,971
          
21,068
          
20,660






$      
839,722
$      
846,781
$      
851,247
$      
874,981
$      
931,659
$      
988,096
$      
1,024,385
$   
1,017,780





          
15,847
          
16,297
          
16,561
          
16,515
          
17,180
          
17,250
          
18,038
          
17,965




        
164,999
        
159,740
        
161,269
        
162,273
        
164,557
        
166,004
        
163,326
        
150,281






$   
5,904,580
$   
5,837,838
$   
6,116,815
$   
6,401,499
$   
6,726,451
$   
6,983,127
$   
7,005,183
$   
6,344,002
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All Industries in St. Lucie County

















$   
1,525,150
$   
1,689,993
$   
1,943,431
$   
2,139,086
$   
2,376,460
$   
2,532,426
$   
2,436,280
$   
2,201,583





























$        
31,461
$        
32,891
$        
36,161
$        
39,962
$        
40,019
$        
42,161
$        
43,439
$        
45,826





























$        
45,122
$        
46,812
$        
50,484
$        
49,827
$        
52,668
$        
55,338
$        
61,499
$        
63,578





























$      
276,755
$      
297,090
$      
321,291
$      
352,688
$      
397,192
$      
447,428
$      
476,313
$      
461,529





























$   
1,171,811
$   
1,313,201
$   
1,535,495
$   
1,696,610
$   
1,886,581
$   
1,987,500
$   
1,855,028
$   
1,630,650
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Board Members - Private






The Greater Naples Chamber of Commerce X 46 2 12 1700
Economic Development Council of Collier County X 21 5
Charleston County, South Carolina
Charleston Metro Chamber of Commerce X 73 9 36 2100
Charleston Regional Development Alliance X 33 10 8
Durham County, North Carolina
Greater Durham Chamber of Commerce X 33 11 13 1100
Office of Economic and Workforce Development X 19
Lane County, Oregon
Eugene Area Chamber of Commerce X 18 9 1200
Lane County Administration X
Lane Metro Partnership X 13 6 8 3
Marion County, Florida
Ocala/Marion County Chamber of Commerce X 39 5 7 1700
Ocala EDC X 10 1 3
Palm Beach County, Florida
Chamber of Commerce of the Palm Beaches X 32 9
Palm Beach Chamber of Commerce X 16 2
Economic Council of Palm Beach County X
Pinal County, Arizona
Maricopa Chamber of Commerce X 8 1 1 307
City of Maricopa - Economic Development X
Pinal County Economic Development X
Polk County, Iowa
Greater Des Moines Partnership X 145 15 36
Office of Economic Development X
Sonoma County, California      
Santa Rosa Chamber of Commerce X 33 9 925
County of Sonoma Economic Development Board X
St. Lucie County
St. Lucie County Chamber of Commerce X 24 1 5 1400
Economic Development Council of St. Lucie County X 22 7 4
34




Greater Naples Chamber of Commerce   Phone: 239-262-6141 
2390 Tamiami North      Fax: 239-262-8374 
Naples, FL 34103 
http://www.napleschamber.org/index.aspx 
 
Economic Development Council of Collier County  Phone: 239-263-8989 
3050 Horseshoe Drive North     Fax: 239-263-6021 
Suite 120 





Charleston County, SC 
Charleston Metro Chamber of Commerce    Phone: 843-577-2510 
4500 Leeds Avenue,  
Suite 100  




The Chamber is a private, non-profit organization comprised of more than 2,100 businesses that 
strive to accomplish as a team what no one business could do alone. Through various programs 
and initiatives, the Chamber continues to move forward in every facet of the community: 
business development, workforce development, hospitality development and public policy. 
 - All members of the executive committee and the Board of Directors are from private 
industry, however the chamber lists government liaisons with which the chamber utilizes. 
 
Charleston Regional Development Alliance   Phone: 843-767-9300 
5300 International Boulevard     Fax: 843-760-4535 
Suite 103A 




As a public/private not-for profit partnership, the CRDA carries out its mission under the 
guidance of a Board of Directors comprised of senior-level business, academic and governmental 
leaders from throughout the region.  The Charleston Regional Development Alliance promotes 
this region’s business, academic and lifestyle strengths worldwide to attract the world’s best 
companies, entrepreneurs and professional talent. Ultimately, the goal is to strengthen regional 
employment, build a base of high-value industries, and significantly improve the economic 
future for all who live and work in the greater Charleston area. 
  
35
The Tri-County Regional Chamber of Commerce  Phone: 843-563-9091 
225 Parler Avenue       Fax:  843-563-9091 
St. George, South Carolina 29477 
  
Tri-County Regional Chamber of Commerce  Phone: 803-496-5025 
P. O. Box 1012       Fax: 803-496-3831 
Holly Hill, SC 29059  
  
Other Associations: Charleston Trident Association of Realtors 
5300 International Blvd.    
 Suite C-105        





  South Carolina Education Association 
  421 Zimalcrest Drive 
  Columbia, SC 29210 
  Phone: 803-772-6553 





Durham County, NC 
Greater Durham Chamber of Commerce      Phone: 919-328-8700 
P.O. Box 3829        Fax: 919-688-8351 




The Greater Durham Chamber of Commerce is a member-driven organization that serves its 
members by helping to create and sustain a healthy economic climate. Their program of includes 
the following: Identify and work with partner organizations and agencies to develop the vision, 
strategy and fundraising capability necessary to support a long-term economic and workforce 
development program; Continue to build a strong team of economic and workforce development 
staff and partners focused on key industry clusters identified in the Research Triangle Regional 
Partnership’s Staying on Top strategic plan and in concert with the focus of the State of North 
Carolina’s Department of Commerce; Implement and support an aggressive existing industry 
outreach program to ensure support for businesses currently contributing to the economic 
prosperity of Durham County. 
 - All members of the executive committee and the Board of Directors are from private 
industry, however the chamber does have Ex-Officio Directors from the Durham County 




Office of Economic and Workforce Development  Phone: 919-560-4965 
302 East Pettigrew Street     Fax: 919-560-4986 
Suite 109 




Mission - To innovatively drive economic prosperity in Durham by: Revitalizing Durham 
neighborhoods, increasing Durham’s commercial tax base, assisting in attracting, creating, 
expanding and retaining businesses, and fostering a skilled workforce. To fulfill that mission, the 
Office of Economic and Workforce Development has targeted four important areas of 
concentration - each aimed at providing the economic tools necessary to support world-class 
commercial growth and a robust job market: Downtown redevelopment, business and workforce 
development, neighborhood development, university-led development. 
 – Part of the city of Durham 
 
Other Associations:  Durham Regional Association of Realtors 
       4236 University Drive 
       Durham, NC 27707 
       Ph:  919-403-2117 




Lane County, Oregon 
Eugene Area Chamber of Commerce    Phone: 541-484-1314    
1401 Willamette Street        Fax:  541-484-4942 




The Eugene Chamber’s mission statement sums up quite nicely what the organization is all 
about: To promote a healthy local economy by influencing Business Success, Public Policy, and 
Community Development.   
 – All members of the executive committee and the Board of Directors are from private 
industry. 
 
Lane County Administration     Phone: 541-682-4203 
125 East 8th





The Office of County Administration serves as the focal point for implementing County-wide 
policy approved by the Board of Commissioners. This is done through the County Administrator, 




Lane Metro Partnership, Inc.     Phone: 541-686-2741 
1401 Willamette Street     Fax: 541-686-2325 
Second Floor 
P.O. Box 10398 




The mission of the Lane Metro Partnership is to provide leadership for the economic 
development efforts in Eugene/Springfield and throughout Lane County, Fostering business 
investment that creates job opportunities for citizens, and a more diverse and stable economy.  
 - Members of the Board of Directors are from private industry and local government. 
The partnership also has Ex-Officio Directors. 
 
   Other Associations: The Eugene Association of Realtors 
      2139 Centennial Plaza 
      Eugene, OR 97401 
      Ph:  541-484-3043 
      Fax:  541-484-0131 
       http://www.eugenerealtors.org/index.html 
 
      Eugene Education Association 
      815 Coburg Rd. 
      Eugene, OR 97408 
      Ph:  541-345-0338 
      Fax:  541-345-0339     
      http://www.eugea.org/ 
 
Oregon Economic Development Association   
P.O. Box 325    
Salem, OR 97308 




775 Summer St. NE 
Suite 200 
Salem, OR 97301-1280 
Ph:  503-986-0123 










Marion County, Florida 
Ocala/Marion County Chamber of Commerce  Phone: 352-629-8051 
310 SE 3rd
Ocala, FL 34471 
 St.        Fax: 352-629-7651 
http://www.ocalacc.com/ocala_florida/templates/The-Chamber.aspx?articleid=4&zoneid=4 
 
The board of directors is mostly from private enterprise, but government representation is present 
through members from the Marion County Board of County Commissioners, Marion County 
School Board, and the Marion County Sheriff's Office. 
Private 
 
The Ocala/Marion County Chamber of Commerce is a private, not-for-profit organization of 
businesses working together to improve the business climate, economic vitality and the quality of 
life in our community.  Established in 1887, the Chamber remains a leader in the development of 
programs, initiatives and events that create a healthy and prosperous environment in which to 
conduct business. 
 
Ocala EDC       Phone: 352-291-4410 
3003 SW College Rd.      Fax: 352-291-4414 
Suite 105 
Ocala, FL 34474           
http://www.ocalaedc.org/about-edc 
 
The Ocala EDC is a private corporation. The executive committee is comprised of 
representatives from the private sector with the exception of one member – the County 
Administrator of the Marion County Board of County Commissioners. Approximately 50% of 
their funding is through investor pledges, 18% from Marion County, 18% from the City of 
Ocala, and the remainder from other miscellaneous sources. 
Private 
 
   Other Associations: Marion County Board of Commissioners 
      601 SE 25th
      Ocala, FL 34471 
 Ave. 
      Ph:  352-438-2300 
 
      Marion Education Association 
      2801 SW College Rd. 
      Suite #14 
      Ocala, FL 34474   
 
      Marion Regional Manufacturers Association 
      P.O. Box 5683 
      Ocala, FL 34478 
      Ph:  352-291-4410 
 
39
      Ocala/Marion County Association of Realtors 
      3105 NE 14th
      Ocala, FL 34470 
 Street 
      Ph:  352-629-2415 




Palm Beach County, Florida 
Chamber of Commerce of the Palm Beaches  Phone: 561-833-3711 
401 North Flagler Drive     Fax: 561- 833-5582 





The Chamber of Commerce of the Palm Beaches is a private, not-for-profit association of 
businesses that have come together to advance the economic, industrial and civic interests of the 
Palm Beaches. The Chamber strives to support projects that lead to a stronger economy and an 
improved quality of life. 
 – All members of the executive committee and the Board of Directors are from private 
industry. 
 
Palm Beach Chamber of Commerce    Phone: 561-655-3282 
400 Royal Palm Way, Suite 106 
Palm Beach, FL 33480 
http://www.palmbeachchamber.com/aboutthechamber.htm 
 
The Palm Beach Chamber of Commerce has served the Town of Palm Beach through its 
representation of the business community and all who work towards a prosperous, healthy and 
happy town. Business and professional people work together with the Chamber to ensure that the 
best interests of the community, coupled with the most ethical standards of work and 
employment, are held to the highest level. 
Private 
 
Northern Palm Beach County Chamber of Commerce Phone: 561-746-7111 
800 North US Highway One     Fax: 561-745-7519 
Jupiter, FL 33477 
http://www.npbchamber.com/splash.php 
 
Economic Council of Palm Beach County     Phone: 561-684-1551 
1555 Palm Beach Lakes Boulevard       Fax:  561-689-7346 
Suite 950   






The Economic Council of Palm Beach County, Inc., is a not-for-profit, non-governmental, non- 
partisan organization established in 1975. Membership in the Economic Council is by invitation 
only and limited to influential community leaders who have achieved a high level of success and 
public recognition in one or more of the fields of business, industry, commerce, education or the 
professions. 
 - All members of the Board of Directors are from private industry.  
 
   Other Associations: Realtors Association of the Palm Beaches 
      1926 10th
      Suite 410 
 Avenue North 
      Lake Worth, FL 33461 
      Ph:  561-585-4544 
      Fax:  561-585-4348 
 
      Downtown Development Authority 
      301 Clematis Street 
      Suite 200 
      West Palm Beach, FL 33401  
      Ph:   561-833-8873 




Pinal County, Arizona 
Maricopa Chamber of Commerce     Phone: 520-568-9573 
PO Box 1203       Fax:  520-423-3068 
44870 W Hathaway,  
Ste 5 




The Chamber is a private organization funded primarily by dues and sponsorships paid by 
member businesses. It is not a government agency and receives no tax dollars. 
The Maricopa Chamber of Commerce is managed by an Executive Director as well 
as a volunteer Board of Directors. There are seven voting members of the Board of Directors, 
one Ex-officio Member, a Non-voting City Council representative and an Alternate Director. 
Their vision is to be an invaluable resource that helps existing businesses grow, help attract more 
new businesses and have a strong, recognizable presence in the greater Maricopa Business 
Community. 
 
City of Maricopa – Economic Development   Phone: 520-316-6812 
P.O. Box 610       Fax:  520-568-9120 
45145 W. Madison Ave. 





Maricopa's economic development strategy is centered on building a sustainable city – one that 
features an economy characterized by diversity, competitiveness and success in the global 
economy. 
 – Operates through the City of Maricopa 
 
Pinal County Economic Development   Phone: 520-866-6664 
31 North Pinal Street      Fax: 520-866-6975 
P.O. Box 827 






   Other Associations: West Maricopa County Association of Realtors 
      5830 West Palmaire Ave. 
      Glendale, AZ 85301 
      Ph:  623-931-9294 
      Fax:  623-931-1008 
 
      Arizona Education Association 
      345 East Palm Lane 
      Phoenix, AZ 85004 
      Ph:  602-264-1774 
      Fax:  602-240-6887 
 
      Maricopa Association of Governments 
      302 North 1st
      Suite 300 
 Ave. 
      Phoenix, AZ 85003 
      Ph:  602-254-6300 
      Fax: 602-254-6490 
 
 
Polk County, Iowa 
Office of Economic Development    Phone: 515-283-4004 
400 East 1st




Their goal is to assist businesses to locate and expand in the City of Des Moines. They are 
dedicated to meeting business needs by focusing resources and implementing creative 
approaches to assure the success of projects. Services provided include the following: Project 




Greater Des Moines Partnership    Phone: 515-286-4950 
700 Locust St. 
Suite 100 




The Partnership’s success has been driven by community and industry leaders whose combined 
strength helps forge new businesses, roads, and innovations. Their combined focus changed a 
good city into the great, world- class city of today. 
- Members of the Board of Directors and the Executive Committee are mostly from the 
private sector, but government representation is substantial on all boards and committees.  
 
West Des Moines Chamber of Commerce   Phone: 515-225-6009  
4200 Mills Civic Parkway     Fax: 515-225-7129 





    Other Associations: Iowa Association of Realtors 
       1370 NW 114th
       Suite 100 
 Street 
       Clive, IA 50325 
       Phone: 515-453-1064 
       Fax: 515-453-1070 
 
Iowa Association of Business and Industry  
        904 Walnut St., Suite 100 
Des Moines, IA 50309-3503 




Iowa Department of Economic 
Development   
200 East Grand Avenue   
Des Moines, IA 50309   
Phone: 515-725-3000   




Santa Rosa Chamber of Commerce    Phone: 707-545-1414 
637 First Street   Fax: 707- 545-6914 





 - All board members are affiliated with private businesses. 
Mission: The Santa Rosa Chamber of Commerce is the leading organization dedicated to the 
success of business. The Chamber's 2010 priorities are to create an aggressive economic 
development program to create and retain quality jobs, nurture a pro-business environment in our 
community, continue efforts to close the achievement gap between English language speakers 
and English as a second language speakers through programs like WHEEL (Worksite Held 
Employee English Learning) and the Mike Hauser Algebra Academy, and grow their 
membership by retaining existing members and attracting new ones. 
 
 
County of Sonoma Economic Development Board  Phone: 707-565-7170 
401 College Ave #D      Fax: 707-565-7231 





 - Directly affiliated with Sonoma County. 
The Sonoma County Economic Development Board (EDB) provides assistance services directed 
toward encouraging the startup, retention and expansion of Sonoma County businesses and jobs, 
particularly with small businesses; creation of new jobs and employment opportunities; and 
diversification of economic activity and strengthening the County's tax base. The EDB has two 
major functions: To provide information and referral services to help local businesses to start up, 
succeed, and grow; and to develop and disseminate factual data regarding significant economic 
activities, trends and projections for Sonoma County. In addition, the Economic Development 
Director performs numerous activities on behalf of the Board of Supervisors ranging from 
coordination to analysis of issues impacting Sonoma County. 
 
Sonoma County Board of Supervisors sits as the governing board of Sonoma County and of 
various special jurisdictions such as the Sonoma County Water Agency, the Northern Sonoma 
County Air Pollution Control District, the Agricultural Preservation and Open Space District, 
County Sanitation Districts, and the Community Development Commission. The Board is 
composed of five supervisors elected from supervisorial districts for four-year terms. 
 
Other Associations:  Santa Rosa Visitors Bureau   
   9 Fourth St. 





Sonoma Valley Chamber  
651 Broadway,  




       Sonoma Valley Visitors Bureau 
453 1st Street  
East  Sonoma, CA 95476  
www.sonomavalley.com 
Phone: 707-996-1090 
     
Sonoma County Tourism Bureau 
420 Aviation Blvd.  
Suite 106 




Hispanic Chamber of Commerce of Sonoma 
County   
P.O.Box 11392  







St. Lucie County 
St. Lucie County Chamber of Commerce   Phone: 772-340-1333 
1850 SW Fountainview Blvd.,    Fax: 772-785-7021 
Suite 201       Email info@stluciechamber.org 
Port St. Lucie, FL 34986 http://www.stluciechamber.org/contactus.asp# 
 
Private
The St. Lucie County Chamber of Commerce maintains various roles in our community: First, to 
be the voice for business; to unite the business and professional people in our community in an 
effort to expand the economy of the area; and to build upon membership diversity to provide 
businesses numerous opportunities. Their mission is to help businesses prosper through 
advocacy, education and exposure. The EDC is separate and independent of the Chamber; 
however, to insure cooperation, the presidents of both organizations serve on the Board of 
Directors of the other. 
 - All members of the Board of Directors are from private industry. 
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Economic Development Council of St. Lucie County Phone: 772-879-4144 
1850 SW Fountainview Blvd.    Fax: 772-879-7477 
Suite 205 
Port St. Lucie, FL 34986 http://www.youredc.com/  
Private
The EDC is a 501c (6) not-for-profit, membership organization. Members strongly support the 
growth and expansion of local and regional economies and consider membership an investment 
in the future of this area. Their method of involving members in economic development 
activities is through a taskforce concept. To address issues of interest to our members, they 
organize a task force with a clear objective and a timeline for accomplishment of the objective. 
The taskforce is dissolved once it is no longer necessary to meet. 
 – All members of the Board of Directors are from private industry. The executive 
officers have government representation through three members from the St. Lucie County 
School District, St. Lucie County, and the City of Fort Pierce. 
  
Other Associations:  Latin Chamber of Commerce of the Treasure Coast  
2741 Southwest Pierson Road    
 Port St. Lucie, FL 34953-5807 
Ph:  772-336-7929 
 
Realtors Association of St. Lucie County 
6666 South US Highway1 
Suite 1 
Port St. Lucie, FL 34952 
Ph:  772-465-6080 



















Charleston Metro Chamber of Commerce. (n.d.). Home page. Retrieved from 
http://www.charlestonchamber.net/about/chamberinfo 
 
Charleston Regional Development Alliance. (n.d.). Home page. Retrieved from 
http://www.crda.org/industries/cluster_strategy/ 
 
City of Maricopa – Economic Development. (n.d.). Home page. Retrieved from 
http://www.maricopamatters.com/index.html 
 
County of Sonoma Economic Development Board. (n.d.). Home Page. Retrieved from 
http://www.sonoma-county.org/edb/index.htm 
 




Economic Development Council of Collier County. (n.d.). Home Page. Retrieved from 
http://www.enaplesflorida.com/ 
 
Economic Development Council of St. Lucie County. (n.d.). Home Page. Retrieved from http://www.youredc.com/ 
 
Eugene Area Chamber of Commerce. (n.d.). Home page. Retrieved from 
http://www.eugenechamber.com/cwt/external/wcpages/chamber/contact_us.aspx 
 
Greater Des Moines Partnership. (n.d.). Home Page. Retrieved from 
http://www.desmoinesmetro.com/ecdev/competitive-advantages/business.asp 
 
Greater Durham Chamber of Commerce. (n.d.). Home page. Retrieved from 
http://www.durhamchamber.org/ 
 
Greater Naples Chamber of Commerce. (n.d.). Home page. Retrieved from 
http://www.napleschamber.org/index.aspx 
 
Lane County Administration. (n.d.). Home page. Retrieved from 
http://www.lanecounty.org/Departments/CAO/Pages/default.aspx 
  




Maricopa Chamber of Commerce. (n.d.). Home page. Retrieved from 
http://www.maricopachamber.org/business/resources.php 
 
Ocala EDC. (n.d.). Home page. Retrieved from http://www.ocalaedc.org/about-edc  
 




Office of Economic and Workforce Development. (n.d.). Home page. Retrieved from 
http://www.ci.durham.nc.us/departments/eed/ 
 
Office of Economic Development. (n.d.). Home Page. Retrieved from http://www.dmoed.org/ 
 
Palm Beach Chamber of Commerce. (n.d.). Home page. Retrieved from 
http://www.palmbeachchamber.com/aboutthechamber.htm 
 
Pinal County Economic Development. (n.d.). Home page. Retrieved from 
http://pinalcountyaz.gov/efd/Pages/Home.aspx 
 
Santa Rosa Chamber of Commerce. (n.d.). Home Page. Retrieved from 
http://www.santarosachamber.com/index.php?submenu=home&src 
 
St. Lucie County Chamber of Commerce. (n.d.). Home Page. Retrieved from http://www.stluciechamber.org/contactus.asp# 
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What is a “Civic Index”? 
In the mid-1980’s the National Civic League formulated a community strategic planning 
process, which came to be known as the “Civic Index”.  This process addresses 
community issues, or indices as organizing elements guiding a year long study of a 
community’s past, present and future as well as the strengths and weaknesses of an area. 
 
The Civic League recommended ten indices as part of the process:  Community 
Information Sharing, Intergroup Relations, Citizen Participation, Cooperation and 
Consensus Building, Community Leadership, Government Performance, Civic 
Education, Volunteerism and Philanthropy, Intercommunity Cooperation and Community 
Vision and Pride. 
 
Richmond County’s first Civic Index 
In 1990, a group of Richmond County leaders chose to undertake the Civic Index process 
to develop goals and recommendations for the future of the County.    With the financial 
assistance of a grant from the Cole Foundation, this group contracted with the University 
of North Carolina Charlotte’s Urban Institute to facilitate the process using the 
recommended indices of the Civic League as a guide. 
 
Completed in mid-1991, Richmond County’s Civic Index resulted in ten goals or 
recommendations for the following decade: 
 
1. County-wide toll-free telephone access 
2. Establish a Richmond County Human Relations Council 
3. Enhance economic development opportunities 
4. Initiate a comprehensive strategic planning process 
5. Institute an adult leadership development program 
6. Institute intercommunity visits 
7. Address illiteracy in the workplace 
8. Establish a clearinghouse for volunteers 
9. Establish a community foundation 
10. Develop a program to build citizens’ pride 
 
This Civic Index was a significant step forward for a community that had never before 
undertaken a comprehensive strategic planning process.  Three years following the 
release of the study, participants in the process again assembled to review progress and 
celebrate successes.  In the years following the release of the report, the community has 
seen a number of successes including the establishment of a community leadership 
program and a human relations organization among others. 
 
Richmond 2010 
During the decade following the completion of the 1991 Civic Index, Richmond County 




more than 9% of its jobs as a result of the globalitization of the manufacturing sector and 
the subsequent closing of a number of industries in the area.  As a result, the community 
was faced with new and different challenges for the future of the County. 
 
Recognizing these, a group of leaders from the original study began to consider a new 
Civic Index.  In the spring of 2003, these leaders set in motion the steps to initiate a new 
comprehensive strategic plan, modeled after the 1991 Civic Index.  To organize a new 
study, the Richmond County Development Team, a newly formed economic development 
advisory board, appointed co-chairpersons to lead the effort.   
 
Chosen for these important roles were Dr. Diane Honeycutt, President of the Richmond 
Community College and Kenneth Robinette, Chairman of the Richmond County Board of 
Commissioners.  Both of these individuals were veterans of the first study, and were 
viewed as natural choices considering their leadership positions in the community.  These 
co-chairs immediately assembled a grant application and were awarded a grant from the 
Cole Foundation to fund the new Civic Index.  Additionally, the chairpersons chose a 
group 15 individuals to serve as members of a Steering Committee for the study. 
 
One of the first tasks of the Steering Committee was to devise a set of indices to guide the 
new study.  Using a combination of issues from the original Civic Index and new issues 
facing the community, the group chose seven specific areas of interest to be addressed.  
At this time the Steering Committee sought to develop a name for the final report.  The 
group chose Richmond 2010, representing the target date for completion of the goals and 
recommendations of the report. 
 
The Process 
In order to insure an accurate assessment of the County, the Civic Index Process was 
designed to include the views and perception of all elements of the community.  To 
accomplish this important task, the Steering Committee set out to choose 100 
“Stakeholders” to participate in the process. 
 
Special attention was paid to include representation from every ethnic, racial, age and 
socioeconomic group in the county.   The Steering Committee was even careful to 
include representation from the different geographic areas of the community. 
 
Once the Stakeholders were chosen, the Steering Committee divided them into groups 
defined by the seven indices of the study.  Stakeholders were not assigned to committees 
based on their expertise in any given area.  Conversely, Stakeholders were assigned to 
groups which they may have little or no knowledge or predetermined ideas about a 
particular issue. 
 
Once the Stakeholders were in place and assigned a committee, a kick off dinner was 
held on September 30, 2003 at the Cole Auditorium on the campus of Richmond 
Community College.  At this event, Dr. William McCoy of UNC-C’s Urban Institute and 
staff presented an overview of Richmond County and a brief history of the previous civic 




Over the course of the next three months, these Stakeholders met to discuss one of the 
overall indices assigned to their committee and to develop recommendations for the final 
document.  These Stakeholder meetings were well attended and resulted in a very 
thorough and thoughtful analysis of the issues at hand.  In late 2003, the committees 
submitted their analysis and recommendations for their group. 
 
Final Report 
During 2004, the Richmond 2010 Steering Committee met with UNC-Charlotte to review 
the recommendations of each committee and to create a summary of their work.  Each 
committee submitted a list of several recommendations, all pertinent to the indices 
originally assigned to each group.   
 
The Steering Committee reviewed all of these suggestions and, working with UNC-
Charlotte, selected seven recommendations best summarizing the work of the 
Stakeholders.  Dr. McCoy and the UNC-C staff then compiled this information into a 
cohesive final document to be Richmond 2010. 
 
Where do we go from here? 
On October 18, 2004 Richmond 2010 was presented to Stakeholders and interested 
members of the community.  In the coming months, interested citizens will assemble 



































Participants in the Civic Index process strongly believe that a positive future for the 
county is tied directly to the improvement of educational outcomes by all of the agencies 
and organizations in the county that share the responsibility for educating the youth as 
well as the adults.  The Civic Index program encourages excellence in education by 
advocating the development of strong community partnerships among all education 
entities in the county.  All educational providers need to educate the community about 
their needs and to promote their goals and successes, while consciously pursuing the 
goal of increasing the role of citizens in decision-making. 
 
To these ends, the Civic Index process has determined that the following are important 
goals for the educational groups to pursue cooperatively: 
 
1) Continue to incorporate new ideas and visionary leadership into the Richmond 
County School System and Richmond Community College.  Publicize these 
efforts so that the people of Richmond County can understand and take pride in 
the accomplishments of the school system and the community college.  
 
2) Recommend that the Richmond County School Board review and implement the 
best practices from other school systems as well as its own existing efforts 
regarding accountability to its ultimate customers: the citizens of Richmond 
County.  
 
3) Continue to identify and implement methods to retain the services of the best 
teachers in the system and to recruit excellent teachers when vacancies occur.  
 
4) Seek alternative models to educate students who do not perform well or have 
behavioral issues in the traditional education setting.  
 
5) Improve programs that place current technology programs in the Richmond 
County School System and Richmond Community College.  Provide necessary 
staff training opportunities to maximize the utilization of the current technology 
programs.  
 
6) Encourage business leaders to develop stronger relationships with schools by 
implementing a business leader/student partnership program.  The School System, 
the Chamber of Commerce, and the Economic Development Commission should 
take the lead in implementing this program.  
 
An important element in these educational goals is having agreement on how the citizens 
of Richmond County feel about the educational opportunities available in the community 
and about how effective the educational organizations are in providing those 
Richmond County Civic Index Report 
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opportunities.  Through the Civic Index process, differences of opinion about the 
effectiveness of the educational organizations became obvious.  Therefore, it is also 
recommended that the Committee of 100 working with the leadership of educational 
providers commission a scientific survey of the citizens of the county using a random 
selection process on the topics of perceptions and feelings about the educational 
programs and program providers. 
 
The overall implementation of the education recommendation rests with the Committee 





Develop and implement a strong internal and external marketing and public relations 
campaign based on the theme of community pride. 
 
This plan should emphasize developing Richmond County into a destination. A good and 
effective marketing and public relations campaign around this theme will not only 
develop and bring more tourism to the community but will also build pride among the 
citizens of the county as they become aware of people coming to the community to visit 
attractions. 
 
The Committee of 100 working with the Richmond County Tourism Development 
Authority and its parent agency the Richmond County Chamber of Commerce is charged 
with implementing this recommendation.   
 
The specific goal that the Civic Index Steering Committee advocates is that prior to June 
30 each year the Tourism Authority working with the Chamber and Committee of 100 
develop a plan for the next year that would further this recommendation by building on 
the successes of the previous year and by taking action steps to remedy the problem areas 





Develop a comprehensive and holistic beautification plan for Richmond County.  The 
beautification plan should address directly the following issues:  litter control, gateways 
and signage, billboards, demolition of unsafe and unsightly buildings, and removal of 
automobiles, trucks and mobile homes that are no longer functional.  This list should be 
viewed as items of immediate concern but should not be viewed as exhaustive.  This 
recommendation is really an extension of recommendation 2.  Richmond County cannot 
become a viable destination for tourism or new business as long as what one sees when 
visiting the county is unattractive. 
 
The Committee of 100 is charged with implementing this recommendation, although it 
should eagerly solicit the assistance of educational institutions, faith institutions, and 
civic organizations in the pursuit of this goal.  Community buy-in is essential for this to 
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be a successful pursuit.  A good place to start with this partnership building is with the 




Create a business incubator to encourage and help local entrepreneurs.  The currently 
existing small business and technology support services will co-locate at the physical 
space provided for the incubator. 
 
The Richmond County Commission, the Richmond County Economic Development 
Office and the Richmond Community College are designated the lead agencies in the 





Establish a Community Calendar.   
 
Much of the information that would be included in a community calendar is already 
public via newsletters, Cable Access Channels, websites, meeting agendas, minutes of 
meetings, announcements by civic and faith organizations, and other methods of 
informing the public used in the community.  Therefore, the task is not so much finding 
the information but consolidating the information in one place and making it known to 
the public.  In this age, community calendars are increasingly web-based, and this option 
should be fully considered by those working on this recommendation. 
 
The Richmond County Chamber of Commerce is designated as the lead agency for 





Establish a Multi-Sports Complex that will serve the needs of the local community as well 
as serve as a venue for regional, state-wide and southeastern United States youth sport 
tournaments.  Having appropriate facilities for youth sport tournaments supports 
developing Richmond County as a destination for travel and tourism. 
 
The City of Rockingham, with the support of county government, other municipalities, 





Create a Committee of 100. 
 
The purpose of the Committee is to provide oversight and implementation in the 
successful continuation of the Richmond County Civic Index process.  It also is to serve 
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as sounding board for assessing citizen needs and the community responses to those 
needs; for raising critical community issues as it sees fit; for providing opportunities for 
civic engagement; for improving the level of civic discourse in the community; and, for 
celebrating community successes. 
 
Once commissioned and appointed, the Committee of 100 will need to quickly develop 
appropriate by-laws for its internal governance.  The group should consider the distinct 
possibility of becoming a 501(c) 3 nonprofit agency as these by-laws are developed. 
 




Other Civic Index Recommendations   
 
In the process of reviewing and prioritizing the recommendations for inclusion in the 
final report, some excellent suggestions from the Task Forces had to be omitted because 
of the need to concentrate on a relatively small number of topics, of the feeling that the 
recommendation was already underway, or that other action items were more important.  
In this section of the report some of those suggestions are listed with the hope that they 
may spur some organization or some group of people to take on the recommendation and 
move to implement it.  Following is a list of additional recommendations resulting from 
the task force consideration. 
 
1) Develop an organization to serve as a clearinghouse for all volunteer activities in 
the county. 
 
2) Provide grant writing/administrative assistance for non-profit organizations in the 
county. 
 
3) Develop our natural resources for recreational purposes in a safe and 
environmentally friendly manner. 
 
4) Develop alternative uses for the Speedway and Drag Strip. 
 
5) Develop sites of historical/cultural interest and lost history trail sites. 
 
6) Ask the County Commissioners to move their mid-month meeting to evening 
hours and meet at each of the community centers or fire stations in the county. 
 
7) Encourage voting at the high school and community college levels. 
 
8) Local non-profits and government human services agencies need to have an 
interagency council. 
 
9) Leaders of all local government bodies should meet at least quarterly. 
 
10) Visit and study communities similar to ours that have managed to succeed despite 
lean economic times. 
 
11) Richmond County should move deliberately to reinforce and exploit our unique 
cultural heritage in the areas of railroads, textile manufacturing and agriculture. 
 
12) Current youth arts programs need to be continued, strengthened and better 
coordinated. 
 
13) Highlight indigenous regional artists (performing and visual), artisans and 





14) Promote the small town environment with a first step of working toward 
continued revitalization of the downtowns of the cities and the towns in the 
county. 
 
15) Promote a Twin Cities concept where the traditional competition between Hamlet 
and Rockingham is gradually replaced by a cooperative spirit. 
 
These additional recommendations can be found in the specific reports from the task 
forces, and those reports often include additional comments about how these suggestions 




Conclusions   
 
 
The year long Richmond County Civic Index produced both the primary and secondary 
recommendations found in this report.  For the primary recommendations, the suggested 
implementation strategy is incorporated in the narrative regarding the recommendation.  
In addition, one of the primary recommendations proposes the formation of a Committee 
of 100 with its foremost charge being to oversee the implementation phase of the Civic 
Index. 
 
Richmond County has faced and continues to experience difficult economic conditions.  
This strategic plan does not solve that problem.  However, it does propose an agenda, that 
if accomplished, has the potential to improve the economic situation, enhance the quality 
of life in the county, engage the citizenry in improving the county, promote Richmond 
County in the region and state, improve opportunities to excel by the young people of the 
county, and develop pride among its citizens in regard to living, working and playing in 
Richmond County. 
 
The process that produced this plan indicated how strongly citizens of the county feel 
about the need to make this place they call home better for them, their children and their 
grandchildren.  Now with this plan in hand, the leaders of this community need to harness 
this enthusiasm and optimism in building a better Richmond County tomorrow. 









Dr. Diane Honeycutt – Co Chair 
Kenneth Robinette – Co Chair 
Marla Coulthard – Government Agency Accountability 
Abbie Covington – Cultural Affairs 
Richard Daniel – Cooperation and Consensus Building 
Laura Daskal - Recreation 
Mike Freeman – Volunteerism and Philanthropy 
John Jackson - Recreation 
G.R. Kindley - Education 
Jim Lambeth – Education 
Anne Morris – Cooperation and Consensus Building 
Rick Watkins – Community Vision and Pride 
Ruth Watkins – Community Vision and Pride 
Monty Crump – Roving Facilitator 
Jim Haynes – Roving Facilitator 
 
STAFF- Ron Munnerlyn – Director of Development, Richmond County 
  Carol McDonald – Executive Assistant, Office of Development 
  Bill McCoy – UNC Charlotte Urban Institute 
    Assisted by: Cheryl Roberts, Giselle Santiago & Bobbie Fields 
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COOPERATION AND CONSENSUS BUILDING INDEX 
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Minutes of Meeting  
June 3rd, 2010 
5:00 – 6:30 PM  
Weatherbee Conference Room at Hodges University 
 
Dr. Aysegul Timur (Faculty)  
Dr. Gerald Franz (Faculty, Librarian)  
Anke Stugk (MBA Student)  
Ed Holton (Undergraduate Business Administration Student)  
Participants:  
Daniel Salazar (Undergraduate Accounting Student)  
 
Dr. Timur started the meeting with providing general information about the study for the followings: 
• The study, Collier County Comparative Analysis Project, was initially requested from the Collier 
County Manager, Leo E. Ochs, Jr. in partnership with Dr. Michael Reagen, Pres. & CEO of The 
Greater Naples Chamber of Commerce & The Leadership Collier Foundation. 
• The first phase of the study, the selection of comparative countries, was contributed by Erik 
Weiss, a graduate student at the Florida Gulf Coast University and guided by Mr. Thomas 
Spinelli, Spinelli Consulting.  The second phase of the study will be a collaborate work with the 
Greater Naples Chamber of Commerce and Hodges University Johnson School of Business 
faculty and students, listed above.  
• The main purpose of this study 
 
is to identify possible areas of opportunities where Collier 












 The study will be collecting quantitative and qualitative data for those counties 
that have similar characteristics to Collier County. The selected comparative counties are listed 
below.  
- Eugene (Lake County) Oregon 
- Charleston, SC 
- Des Moines, Iowa 
- Durham, NC 
- Maricopa, AZ 
- Santa Rosa, CA 
- Port St. Lucie, FL 
- Palm Beach, FL 
- Marian, FL 
 
The data and information will facilitate to identify measurable variables in those counties where 
the county government and business community have built strategic relationship model(s) that 
provides opportunities for sustainable economic, community and civic infrastructure growth. 
The analysis is aimed to provide such definable strategic models in the comparative counties not 
only from the Business Community Leaders but also County Governments by learning and 
sharing experience. The outcome of this study will have a purpose to invite Business Community 
and County Government leaders to our area, possibly in a symposium/convention at Hodges, 
where the best practices, strategic models or successes/failures can be shared and discussed to 
provide opportunities to learn from each other.    
After some questions and answers, participants decided to share the following assignments and tasks.  
• 
1. Identify top 5 industries and top 10 organizations in these industries by employment and 
sales volume in these counties. The contact information for those 10 organizations will be 
listed (Gerald, Anke). 
Assignments and Tasks: 
2. County Annual Reports (Anke). 
3. Identify the list of chambers, business associations, economic development centers, and any 




 June 17th at 5:00 PM Naples Campus 
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Minutes of Meeting  
June 24th , 2010 
5:00 – 6:00 PM  
Weatherbee Conference Room at Hodges University 
 
Dr. Aysegul Timur (Faculty)  
Dr. Gerald Franz (Faculty, Librarian)  
Anke Stugk (MBA Student)  
Ed Holton (Undergraduate Business Administration Student)  
Participants:  
Daniel Salazar (Undergraduate Accounting Student)  
 
• Ed started the meeting to talk about the chambers and other business, economic and civic 
organizations in the selected counties. He provided examples from their websites, which appeared 
to be used as tools to invite businesses with easy access information.     
• Dr. Franz distributed the handouts, which contain information regarding the top businesses and 
rank by revenue and employment for each selected county. Anke suggested that the lists must be 
narrowed by matching revenue and employment data for the top 10 businesses.  
• Anke shared the Collier County Profile data. She suggested using this as a template for the other 
countries for the collected data. This may help organize the data effectively. Then, the discussion 
turned into the possible impacts of the oil spill in the local businesses.  
• Dr. Franz commented that this study may help producing possible alternatives or solutions to 
facilitate businesses, chambers, economic development center, county government, and other 
organizations to work together by necessity. Dr. Timur added to the conversation that the 
dynamics of this effort -for collecting data and possible symposium organization at Hodges- is to 
share and learn experiences not only for Collier but also the other counties, which can learn from 
each other and the Collier County. Therefore, there are three dimensional benefits that are 
involved. 
• After further discussion, the following tasks are shared for the next meeting. 
o Compiling and finalizing data for contact information for chambers and others (Ed and 
Daniel) 
o Compiling and finalizing industry and business data (Anke, Drs. Timur and Franz) 
Ed suggested that the data can be compiled and summarized as comparative advantage; 
with business, location, labor and training resources as the example is seen in Des Moines, 
Iowa.  
• Participants decided to invite Dr. Reagan to the next meeting to share the data and findings.  
• Next Meeting: July 29th at 5:00 PM at the Naples Campus, Weatherbee Conference Room.  
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Hodges University Johnson School of Business 
Collier County Comparative Analysis Project 
 
Minutes of Meeting 
 
July 29th, 2010 
5:00 – 7:00 PM 




Dr. Aysegul Timur (Faculty) 
Dr. Mike Reagan (President & CEO, The Greater Naples Chamber of Commerce) 
Dr. Fred Nerone (Faculty) 
Dr. Gerald Franz (Faculty, Librarian) 
David Jackson (Executive Director, Bayshore Gateway Triangle) 
Anke Stugk (MBA Student) 
Ed Holton (Undergraduate Business Administration Student) 
Daniel Salazar - Excused (Undergraduate Accounting Student) 
 
• Dr. Timur welcomed all participants to the meeting, and announced the agenda that would take 
place for the evening with brief descriptions of the research to be presented. Dr. Timur stated 
that because this was the first meeting with other concerned parties (Dr. Reagan, Dr. Nerone, 
and Mr. Jackson), the collection of data being presented was a sample of the research in 
progress rather than a finished product.    
• Dr. Nerone confirmed that his attendance in the meeting was to assess the work and direction 
of work that the assembled Hodges committee was embarking on.  
• Anke presented quantitative data on county demographics. It was suggested that an additional 
column indicting wages as opposed to income would be a better employment indicator.  
• Dr. Franz presented a sample of data available through the library resources; in this case, the 
data were compiled lists of the top companies in each of the counties being studied. 
• Ed presented a list of key chamber addresses and EDC’s, and indicated that there was need to 
assess the effectiveness the website’s in relation to the other quantitative data being compiled. 
• Following the presentations, Dr. Reagan and Mr. Jackson clarified the need for the research 
being undertaken by Hodges University as essential in the Greater Naples Chamber’s effort to 
accurately assess the business environment in Collier County compared to the other counties 
being studied.  
• It was agreed that the Hodges committee members would continue to compile their data for the 
next meeting, and if required contact either Dr. Reagan or Mr. Jackson for direction on pending 
issues or questions regarding the research.  
• Mr. Jackson indicated the need for another meeting – yet to be determined, but no later than 
the end of August. Dr. Timur agreed to confirm this date with all meeting participants. 
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Hodges University Johnson School of Business 
Collier County Comparative Analysis Project 
 
Minutes of Meeting 
 
Aug 19th, 2010 
10:00 – 11:00 AM 




Dr. Aysegul Timur (Faculty) 
Dr. Gerald Franz (Faculty, Librarian) 
Anke Stugk (MBA Student) 
Ed Holton (Undergraduate Business Administration Student) 
Daniel Salazar - Excused (Undergraduate Accounting Student) 
 
• The meeting was opened by Dr. Timur 
• Dr. Timur stated that the purpose of the meeting was to review all work in progress, and to 
establish the research objectives to satisfy the next (yet to be scheduled) meeting with Dr. 
Reagan and Mr. Jackson. 
• Dr. Franz informed the group of his findings regarding the “Civic Index”, indicating that it is a 
self-regulated survey, and that this type of survey could be accomplished for Collier County. Dr. 
Franz presented information on a Civic Index Survey completed for Richmond, Virginia, and it 
was agreed that copies would be made available for the Hodges meeting members to assess 
what the Civic Index entails.  
• Anke presented improved data on income in Collier County that provides a breakdown of total 
household income into usable categories like wages, interest income, Social Security income and 
so on.  
• Anke also provided the group with a detailed industry breakdown on Collier County. A 
discussion was held to determine if the data collection on income and industry within Collier 
County should be adopted for all the other counties, and the group agreed to proceed. It was 
noted that this undertaking involved a substantial work/time element, and therefore each 
meeting member would complete only one county prior to the next meeting under Anke’s 
direction. Subject to the usefulness and approval of the partial data collection format by Dr. 
Reagan and Mr. Jackson, the other counties will be added to complete this portion of the 
research.  
• Dr. Timur proposed, that as a Business Club Advisor of Hodges University, a “business forum” 
based partially on the Collier County Comparative Analysis Project could take place in the fall or 
winter term. The forum would involve the business Chambers and the EDC’s of both Lee and 
Collier Counties acting in a panel discussion related to the economic challenges faced by the 
counties. A title summarizing the purpose of the event was proposed as follows: “How to 
Overcome the Economic Challenges in SW Florida, now, and into the Future.” 
• Dr. Timur announced that the Faculty Focus is seeking articles, and suggested that the activities 
of the CCCAP is worthy of publication subject to approval of Dr. Reagan and Mr. Jackson. If 
approved, Dr. Timur will draft an article to be edited and approved by Dr. Franz. 
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• The next meeting will be held on Monday August 30th at 10:00 AM for Hodges group members
• The proposed date for the meeting with Dr. Reagan, Dr. McMahan, and Mr. Jackson and the 
CCCAP group is tentatively set for Thursday September 2nd at 5:00 PM subject to the approval of 
the invitees.    
 
in the Weatherbee Conference Room to assess the work to date, and to agree on a presentation 
format for the following meeting with Dr. Reagan, Dr. McMahon, and Mr. Jackson.  
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Hodges University Johnson School of Business 
Collier County Comparative Analysis Project 
 
Minutes of Meeting 
 
Aug 30th, 2010 
10:00 – 10:45 AM 




Dr. Aysegul Timur (Faculty) 
Dr. Gerald Franz (Faculty, Librarian) 
Anke Stugk (MBA Student) 
Ed Holton (Undergraduate Business Administration Student) 
Daniel Salazar - Excused (Undergraduate Accounting Student) 
 
• Dr. Timur opened the meeting announcing the postponement of the meeting scheduled for Sept 
2, 2010, and to be rescheduled for September 27, 2010. 
• Ed Holton presented updated information on the counties regarding chamber or economic 
development committee affiliation with either government or private sector connections. Ed 
also stated that a user-friendlier table could be compiled that better coordinates the 
information.  
• A review of the group’s effort in compiling the employment tables revealed that more time was 
needed to complete the information. It was agreed that all employment data could be compiled 
before the September 27, 2010 meeting.  
• Anke suggested that aggregate income data for all counties was relevant as an addition to the 
employment tables. The group agreed to undertake this task under Anke’s instruction. 
• Dr. Timur suggested that the group meet briefly prior to the September 27th meeting to review 
the data and confirm how the data would be presented. A meeting for this purpose is now 
scheduled for Wednesday September 15, 2010 at 10:00 AM  
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Hodges University Johnson School of Business 
Collier County Comparative Analysis Project 
 
Minutes of Meeting 
 
September 15, 2010 
1:00 PM – 1:45 PM 




Dr. Aysegul Timur (Faculty) 
Dr. Gerald Franz  - Excused (Faculty, Librarian) 
Anke Stugk (MBA Student) 
Ed Holton (Undergraduate Business Administration Student) 
Daniel Salazar - Excused (Undergraduate Accounting Student) 
 
• Dr. Timur called the meeting to order and stated the purpose of the meeting; a review of 
the data collected to date, and the format for which the data would be presented at the 
next meeting scheduled for Sept 27, 2010. 
• The data sections considered most relevant for presentation were agreed upon as 
follows: County Demographic Information, All Industries Information, Aggregate Income, 
Chamber and EDC Information, and Leading Private Companies lists.  
• The group agreed that an additional column would be added to all industries in order to 
express the private sector data as a percentage of Total – All Covered data. This will result 
in easier county comparisons. Anke has agreed to facilitate this change.  
• Ed presented a sample of chamber and EDC data in a table format. The group agreed that 
this allowed for easier comparisons of the chambers and EDC’s. Ed agreed to complete 
the task. 
• Dr. Timur stated that data needs to be presented in a consistent manner that included 
the order in which counties are listed, identical typeset and headings (including the 
Hodges logo), references according to APA guidelines, a cover page that identifies the 
study as Collier County Comparative Analysis Project  (CCCAP), and a table of contents 
identifying each individual section.  
• Dr. Timur announced that communication between Dr. Reagan and herself regarding 
potential Hodges University business forums, has led to a tentative agenda for three 
“Chamber Forums”, the first of which is tentatively scheduled for March 2011.  
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 Vision for the Future 
The outcome of this study will be to invite business community and county government leaders 
to our area in the long term, possibly in a symposium/convention at Hodges, where the best 
practices, strategic models or successes/failures can be shared and discussed to provide 
opportunities to learn from each other. 
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